Iota Cycle (Hardback)

By Russell Lutz

Silverthought Press, United States, 2006. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand new Book. "There's a problem with Iota Horologii. We lost contact three days ago." Russell Lutz's first novel, Iota Cycle, chronicles the creation and development of a human colony fifty-six light years from Earth. At the beginning of the Twenty-Third Century, the colonization ship Hermione, under the watchful care of two androids, brings one hundred thousand settlers to the planets and moons of the Iota Horologii system. The colony takes its initial, hesitant steps as amateur flier Eliot Burke pilots the first landing in this new system and claims the landing site for his family's new farm. Slowly, citizens like Burke turn the barren ground of their new home into the breadbasket of the system. Decades later we join a soldier and a scientist on safari through jungles stranger and more dangerous than any on Earth. In Iota's halls of power, we witness the political machinations of a government tearing itself apart. We meet a brilliant young scientist whose passionate vision of the future is clouded by love. Through it all, we follow the fates of the Burke family as they, like so many on their home planet, struggle...

Reviews

This is the finest book i have got study till now. It usually does not price a lot of. I found out this publication from my i and dad encouraged this book to understand.
-- Jamil Collins

Absolutely among the best book i have possibly go through. I have go through and that i am certain that i am going to gonna read through once again again in the future. I am just delighted to tell you that this is basically the finest book i have got go through within my personal existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- Brian Bauch